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Watershed SFA Research at EESA

Berkeley Lab Watershed SFA Research at a Glance

Sixty to 90 percent of the world’s water originates 
in mountainous watersheds where land-use 
change and extreme weather are reshaping 
interactions between soil, plants, nutrients, and 
streams. These changes can have a cascade of 
effects on downstream water availability, nutrient 
and metal loading, and carbon cycling.

Watershed SFA researchers 
showed that nitrate 
concentrations peak with early 
snowmelt. They are exploring how 
drought changes riparian plants 
that absorb excess nutrients from 
water within snowmelt.

bit.ly/2COK7qd or bit.ly/34nXSZ3

An EESA research team 
demonstrated that river meanders 
absorb metals and excess 
nutrients during certain river 
conditions, thus helping sustain 
river water quality.  

bit.ly/33Lhk1q

One of the 17 U.S. Department of Energy national laboratories, Lawrence 
Berkeley National Laboratory was founded in 1931 on the belief that the 

biggest scientific challenges are best addressed by teams.

eesa.lbl.gov | watershed.lbl.gov

Scientists from the Earth and Environmental Sciences Area are at the forefront 
of watershed research taking place from the Arctic to the American West, 
and lead one of the most comprehensive watershed research projects in the 
world, the DOE Watershed Function Scientific Focus Area project. Under this 
project, collaborators from 50-plus scientific institutions study changes to the 
mountain environment in a research area established by the SFA team as a 
community testbed along the East River catchment near the Upper Colorado 
River headwaters. 

The researchers gather data 24/7 about seasonal soil temperatures, humidity, and changes in solutes and 
microbial activity using remote sensors, wells, drones, and satellites. The data is then paired with high-
performance computing to develop numerical models that can simulate watershed behavior with sufficient 
detail to predict water supply and quality a day, month, year, or several years into the future. 

For more information about watershed research underway by EESA at Berkeley Lab, contact Susan Hubbard 
at sshubbard@lbl.gov or Ken Williams at khwilliams@lbl.gov

A new project led by Berkeley Lab 
represents the first systematic 
effort to advance powerful 
machine learning and Exascale 
computing to transform our ability 
to predict watershed behavior.

bit.ly/2KWripk

The Watershed SFA’s experts on 
the mountain environment are 
regularly asked to contribute to the 
work of leading institutions, such 
as the UN’s Intergovernmental 
Panel on Climate Change.

bit.ly/34oeek5
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